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of eclipse may say but he is a very bad listener* He is
not1 Shaw is not a listener at all This defect—and
defect it certainly is—is due not to discourtesy—Shaw is
the most courteous and considerate of men—but to the
fact that his mind is always busy, turning over the theme
of a play, or living a scene in it, wrestling with the
characters which, because they are his, are as wayward
as he is and refuse to do what he tells them or think as
he would have them think You meet and begin to talk
to him He settles down to enjoy a luxury he has never
had—a good listening But in a moment a word touches
off the train of his thought He does not silence you, he
forgets you and, if there is any sense in you at all, you
subside cheerfully into the role of listener It does you
both good Shaw's occasional efforts as a polite listener
are diverting to his friends He is tired, does not want to
talk, or thinks so If Queen Victoria will be good, so
will he Then up speaks youth come out from Oxford to
reclaim him, to persuade him to join in endowing
professorships in Erse in English Universities—so to
bring light to those dark places—etc , etc ,	until
Shaw, his face a figure of terror, rushes from the room
exclaiming "My God, that letter to The Times I for-
got to post it," and no more is seen of him till dinner time
No, Shaw does not suffer fools gladly1 But take him to
some great factory His quick and sure intelligence
grasps the processes in a flash, although he has never
heard of the technicalities before He gathers up the
new knowledge in his mind, and now, having got all
there is to be got, he is laughing with the managers and
the foremen, telling them how to make better provision
for the welfare of the staff, or testing by his declamation
the acoustics of the theatre for the working people
III
Actresses have often written about what they feel,
but there are few books to show by what cold, laborious
methods they learn their business	the business of

